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Engineering Author
Why should you as an author consider publishing with SpringerPlus?

**Broad scope**
SpringerPlus is flexible with the manuscript types it accepts for all disciplines; interdisciplinary studies and emerging areas of research, highly descriptive studies, negative results and large data reports are all welcome.

**Open Access: high visibility, high impact**
All articles are freely available online at springerplus.com, the journal’s dedicated website, and on SpringerLink. They are also included in major bibliographic databases such as Scopus and PubMed Central, maximizing visibility and citations for your work.

**Easy submission without restrictions**
There are no restrictions on the number of words, figures or supplementary data such as audio, video, large tables or data files. No extensive formatting is required; SpringerPlus will accept manuscripts in any appropriate format.

**High quality: rigorous peer review**
All submissions are subject to rigorous peer review, guaranteeing the quality and reliability of the research. You are encouraged to submit any available review reports that resulted from a previous submission, as these may speed up the review and publication process.

**Transparent and fast process**
Peer reviewers will not evaluate a manuscript according to its subject, perceived importance, novelty or ability to attract citations. The editorial policy is clear: Evaluations are based solely on the quality and scientific soundness of the article. Editors will not ask you to do additional research; the manuscript will either be accepted or rejected.
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